
 

 

 

ALMOND HILL HOUSE 
 

Driving from Granada airport 
 
Almond Hill House is in the hamlet of Las Barreras, 2km from Órgiva.  The drive from Granada 
airport (65kms) takes 55 minutes. 
 

Almond Hill House GPS coordinates 

36.898098, -3.436849 This brings you to the point where you turn left down the final stretch to 
the house (rather than the front gate). This is as far as some Sat Nav maps go. 
 

Overview 

Drive east from the airport towards Granada and south towards Motril on the A44. Turn off the 
A44 onto the A348 to Lanjarón. Exit Lanjarón and follow the detailed directions below to get to 
the house. From this direction, you get to Almond Hill House before reaching Órgiva. 
 

Detailed directions 

Granada airport to Lanjarón 
 

1. When leaving the airport, after around 3 km, carefully look for the right-hand ramp 
signposted Granada/Santa Fé - which gets you onto the A329 

2. After 10 km exit onto the A44 in the direction of Motril 
3. After 25 kms, exit onto the A348 for Lanjarón  
4. Go round a couple of roundabouts from the slip road, following signposts to Lanjarón 

and La Alpujarra 
5. Drive to Lanjarón, and follow signs to Órgiva (via by-pass) staying on the A348 

Lanjarón to Las Barreras 
 

6. Ten minutes after Lanjarón (still on the A348) you will pass the CAMPING PUERTA DE LA 
ALPUJARRA on your right hand side – look out for the red triangular roofs 
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7. The road then bends to the right and you should start to indicate to turn right 
8. Turn sharp right at the small  bar – opposite Jamones Rosillo SEE PICTURE BELOW 

 

 

Las Barreras to Almond Hill House 
 

9. Turn right at the bar onto a winding country lane, follow for 750 metres 
10. A ‘snail shell’ symbol on grey stone is a useful landmark - turn LEFT just after it 
11. Go down a 100m steepish hill 
12. The entrance to Almond Hill House is on the right hand side 
13. Park at any point along the 100m drive 
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